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Figure 1. San Juan River Basin diversions identified for prioritization to evaluate fish passage 
and entrainment. The Piute Farm’s waterfall is approximately 166 river miles downstream (west) 
of the Hogback diversion and is the most western point in the upper left map. 
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Purpose for prioritizing fish passage and entrainment projects for future evaluation and 
implementation 

The continued need for assessing fish passage and entrainment projects potential threats to 
recovery are listed as critical or high priorities in the Program’s Long-Range Plan (Appendix II). 
The Program has made progress to reduce these threats at various structures and has continued to 
prioritize funding for additional projects in the San Juan River between Farmington, NM and 
Lake Powell, UT (Appendix III). During recent recovery planning for post-2023, the Program’s 
Coordination Committee (CC) recommended the Program implement fish passage or 
entrainment reduction projects on a three-year cycle. Thus, the intent of this document is to 
support efforts to develop, fund, and implement projects that have already been prioritized for 
funding and to provide a more inclusive prioritization list to be used to evaluate and determine 
the need for fish passage and entrainment reduction at the remaining diversions so an actionable 
plan for a three-year post-2023 cycle can begin. 

The importance of fish passage and entrainment remediation on population resilience is firmly 
based in landscape connectivity principles (Merriam 1984). Habitat fragmentation has been 
documented to increase the risk of near-term extinction because smaller habitats reduce 
population sizes and the potential for recolonization after local extirpation (Fagan et al., 2002). 
Increasing longitudinal habitat connectivity, even if only seasonally, provides access to habitat 
that may be critical for different life stages of fishes (Merriam 1984). In 2017, the need to 
increase longitudinal connectivity in the San Juan River Basin was highlighted by the San Juan 
River Basin Recovery Implementation Program’s (Program) Peer Reviewer Panel as a major 
issue threatening recovery of endangered fishes in the basin (Peer Reviewers 2017). 

The nearly 300 miles of river habitat historically used by the endangered fishes in the San Juan 
River Basin has been fragmented by multiple barriers and diversions (Figure 1, Appendix 1). 
Because these structures vary in their ability to reduce migration of fishes as well as cause direct 
mortality through entrainment, ongoing recovery activities have focused efforts on structures 
thought to have the largest deleterious impact to the endangered fishes (e.g., PNM weir and 
Hogback canal fish passages, Hogback and Fruitland diversion weir, transporting fish above the 
Piute Farm’s waterfall). However, multiple diversions in the basin have yet to be evaluated for 
their potential to reduce movement of fishes and reduce population sizes through entrainment.  

The Program’s Long-Range Plan (SJRIP 2020) succinctly summarizes the Program’s 
purpose as: 

“The purpose of the San Juan River Basin Recovery Implementation Program 
(Program) is to protect and recover endangered fishes in the San Juan River Basin 
while water development proceeds in compliance with all applicable Federal and 
State laws. It is anticipated that actions taken under this Program will also provide 
benefits to other native fishes in the Basin and prevent them from becoming 
endangered in the future.”  

Modifying diversions to increase fish passage and reduce entrainment will not only benefit 
endangered fish recovery but will also provide the opportunity to improve the efficiency of these 
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water conveyance structures. Given the dual goals of the Program, the prioritization of structures 
potentially impeding recovery and any recommended paths forward is intended to 
simultaneously benefit native fishes and water-users in the basin.  
 
Approach to prioritizing and implementing fish passage and entrainment projects  
 
The factors used for prioritization of structures potentially affecting species recovery included 
the expansion of range, presence of endangered fish, thermal suitability of habitat, and degrees of 
potential passage impedance and entrainment. An initial list of diversions was compiled from the 
Program’s San Juan and Animas rivers diversion study (Lyons et al. 2016). In addition, input 
from the Program’s Biology Committee (BC) resulted in inclusion of the Piute Farm’s waterfall. 
A tiered methodology applied primary evaluation criteria that focused on spatial and suitable 
habitat components. Secondarily, each structure’s characteristics were detailed to assess the 
magnitude of threat pertaining to fish passage and entrainment each might pose. The primary 
evaluation criteria reduced the initial list of 37 structures to 26. The Program’s BC then ranked 
those structures’ priority for future evaluation using the primary evaluation criteria, secondary 
structure characteristics, and their expert opinion. Finally, a recommendation on a way to 
implement an evaluation of each structure and possible improvements was developed. 
 
Primary evaluation criteria 
 
These five criteria (listed below) focused on the diversions’ spatial location, the current 
distribution of endangered fishes, and the thermal suitability of habitat in the basin (Appendix I): 
 
1. Distance from Lake Powell (lower miles equal a higher priority) 
2. Total miles to the next upstream structure (amount of range expansion) 
3. Total miles between next up - and downstream structure (amount of range protection) 
4. Detection of fish (Colorado Pikeminnow or Razorback Sucker) at the structure? (Y/N) 
5. Habitat suitability for Razorback Sucker spawning or Colorado Pikeminnow foraging above 

each structure (Figures 2, 3, and 4).  
a. Razorback Sucker: Does the site exceed an average temperature of 10oC for 21 days 

between March and May?1 (Y/N) 
b. Colorado Pikeminnow: Does the site exceed 47 annual thermal units (ATU)?2,3 (Y/N) 

 
 

 
1 The minimum temperature at spawning for San Juan River Razorback Sucker estimated from Farrington et al. 
(2019), minimum viability temperature for Razorback Sucker eggs (Marsh 1985), and San Juan River fishes 
response to thermal modification (Lamarra 2007).  
2 Osmundson (1999, 2011) reported on the annual thermal units (ATU) in river reaches where Colorado 
Pikeminnow were found seasonally or found at highest density. Osmundson (1999) stated that a minimum of 40 
ATU were needed for year-round home ranges. He further stated that cooler upstream reaches which meet the 40 
ATU threshold were used for temporary feeding forays in warm months. Osmundson (2011) refined his analysis 
with an extended capture record and reported the most upstream capture was approximately 47 ATU in the 
Gunnison, Yampa and Colorado rivers. The 40 ATU distance in each river was at the approximate upstream extent 
of Critical Habitat in each river. Thus, the 47 ATU threshold would appear to be the appropriate threshold for the 
most upstream distance to consider remediation of diversion structures in the San Juan and Animas rivers.  
3 San Juan River fishes response to thermal modifications (Lamarra 2007). 
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Secondary structure characteristic assessment 
 
A list of structure characteristics was used to help identify the type and magnitude of threat each 
diversion may pose regarding its ability to reduce fish passage or entrain fish (Appendix I). 
 
Structure characteristics for passage 
 
Structure characteristics for passage were evaluated first because upstream passage must occur 
before entrainment can occur. These characteristics were based on available data (e.g., 
photographs and description from Lyons et al. 2016 and Google Earth images) and BC expert 
opinion. The potential for each diversion to reduce passage was identified in four categories:  
 
 Complete (no species or life-stage can pass) 
 Partial (one species or life-stage can pass) 
 Seasonally (passage potential varies with river discharge) 
 No issues 

 
Structure characteristics for entrainment 
 
These characteristics were based on the diversion’s current ability to reduce fish entrainment 
(juvenile and older life-stages) and was assessed using the Lyons et al. (2016) report, expert 
opinion of the BC, Google Earth images, and compared to entrainment reduction industry 
standards (i.e., ~90% deflection efficiency for targeted species; Inglis et al., 2016, Miller and 
Laiho 1997).  
 
1. Does the structure have entrainment protection? (Y/N) 

a. If yes – how effective is the protection? (Based on BC expert opinion, Google Earth 
images, and the information provided in Lyons et al. 2016)  
 Very effective  
 Moderate  
 Minimal  

b. If no – how much is the average maximum monthly percent of flow diverted? (based on 
information provided in Lyons et al. 2016 and Google Earth images) 

 
Biology Committee Prioritization 
 
All BC members were then asked to rank the diversion structures based on these criteria and 
provide them to the Program Office (PO) for compilation. The PO then summarized the 
submitted rankings and averaged BC responses to reach a final prioritized list of structures in 
need of further assessment.  
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Figure 2. Spatial estimates of mean day of year temperatures interpolated from U.S. Geological 
Survey gauging stations for the San Juan (upstream of Animas River confluence) and Animas 
rivers.  
 

 
 
Figure 3. Temperature thresholds used for the San Juan (left column) and Animas (right column) 
rivers for Colorado Pikeminnow (top) and Razorback Sucker (bottom). Grey horizontal lines 
represent temperature thresholds for potential foraging range distribution (Colorado 
Pikeminnow) and minimum spawning and egg viability temperature (Razorback Sucker).  
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Figure 4. U. S. Geological Survey gage data used to estimate temperature thresholds in the San 
Juan (top) and Animas (bottom) rivers for Colorado Pikeminnow and Razorback Sucker. 
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Results 

A total of 37 diversions or structures were identified for prioritization between the San Juan 
River from Lake Powell to Navajo Dam and upstream from the Animas River confluence to 
Durango (Appendix I). Based on the primary evaluation criteria, the list was reduced to 26 
diversions including the Piute Farm’s waterfall. Ultimately, both upstream endpoints were 
determined by the thermal suitability of habitat. The most upstream structure prioritized for 
further fish passage and entrainment evaluation in the San Juan River was the City of 
Bloomfield’s diversion at river mile 197.9. For the Animas River, the most upstream prioritized 
structure was Cedar Ditch diversion, which is 42.1 river miles upstream from the confluence 
with the San Juan River. In general, diversion structures and barriers in the mainstem San Juan 
River downstream of the Animas River confluence were given the highest priority and then those 
in the Animas River upstream to the Kello-Blancett ditch (Table 3). Priorities then generally 
alternated between San Juan and Animas river structures.  

Diversion prioritization list 

Table 3.  Prioritized diversion structures for evaluation of future fish passage and entrainment 
projects. Locations with an asterisk are those in which passage and/or entrainment projects have 
occurred or plans for projects are in development either through the Program or by the diversion 
owners. 

Priority River Location Priority River Location 
1 San Juan Hogback Canal* 14 Animas Halford- Independent 
2 San Juan APS * 15 Animas Kello-Blancett * 
3 San Juan Piute Farm’s Waterfall* 16 San Juan Williams Field-Kutz Plant 
4 San Juan Fruitland Irrigation Canal* 17 Animas Eledge Mil  
5 San Juan Jewett Valley 18 San Juan City of Bloomfield 
6 San Juan PNM* 19 Animas Farmers Irrigation District 
7 San Juan Farmers Mutual 20 Animas Lower Animas  
8 Animas Farmers Mutual 21 San Juan Western Refining 
9 Animas Willet Ditch 22 Animas Sargent  

10 Animas North Farmington 23 Animas Aztec  
11 Animas Farmington- Echo-Allen 24 Animas Stacey  
12 Animas Animas Pump No. 2* 25 Animas Graves- Atterberry (Inca) 
13 Animas Ranchmans* 26 Animas Cedar Ditch 

While the task was to prioritize diversions for potential modification, there may be 
opportunities for the Program to partner with the diversion owners regardless of their 
prioritization. These opportunities will allow the Program to take advantage of planned work 
and incorporate fish passage or entrainment protection.  
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Recommended path forward to implement evaluation and potential construction of fish 
passage enhancement and entrainment reduction projects  
 
This document prioritizes the evaluations the Program should undertake to begin a three-year 
cycle of evaluation and implementation of diversion structure projects in the San Juan River 
Basin to increase fish passage and reduce entrainment of endangered fishes. Because only 
currently available data sets from public sources could be used to make these prioritizations, 
more detailed and site-specific data will be required to accurately describe on-the-ground 
conditions and day-to-day functions of any structure to assess the need for and type of 
remediation that may be necessary. Thus, this document also recommends a path forward to 
encourage and accelerate the project implementation process.   
 
To make further progress, the Program will need to determine how results from the physical, 
biological, and hydrologic evaluation of structures will be used to assess potential needs for fish 
passage and entrainment protection at the prioritized diversions as well as a timeline to complete 
each task. Essentially, the BC and CC will need to determine the level of analysis, data 
collection, and observation needed to evaluate and implement remediation. Many of the 
questions that need to be answered are technical in nature and may require discipline-specific 
assistance (e.g., civil engineering, hydrologists, hydraulic modeling). Therefore, it is anticipated 
that a set of pre-defined metrics be developed and included in any project scope of work 
submitted for evaluation and implementation of any diversion modifications. Many proposed 
metrics may not be readily available for each diversion without further monetary investment 
(e.g., analysis of hydraulics, accurately verifying diversion estimates, etc.) and the level of 
investment and analysis may differ by structure. Data compiled for these proposed metrics would 
also provide a good “pre-condition” baseline for monitoring and performance analysis after 
structures have been remediated. 
 
The checklist below describes a process that might proceed for diversion structure evaluation and 
project implementation in accordance with the diversion prioritization list above. This checklist 
is not meant as the final list of metrics but, based on previous work on fish passage or 
entrainment, serves as a starting point for consideration of needed metrics. Metrics could be 
expanded or deleted as needed on a site-specific basis:  
 
1. Determine willingness of involved water-user to participate in a project. 

a. Stakeholder meetings and communication 
b. Determine timeline and metrics for structure evaluation 
c. Discuss and assist with alternative funding sources  

2. Is passage, entrainment, or both of concern? (Based on structure location and characteristics)  
a. Develop an observation-based metric 
b. Reconnaissance  
c. Modeling or monitoring efforts to address such questions as, “what flows restrict fish 

movement?” 
3. Have endangered fishes been detected at the structure or is there a well-documented 

passage/entrainment concern at the structure (Y/N)? (Based on structure location and 
characteristics) 
a. Field data and/or professional observation-based metric  
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b. Identify whether any further field work is required 
c. Reconnaissance 

4. Site evaluation to include gathering missing and/or unknown information.  
a. Fish-based study (passive integrated transponder tag antenna deployment to monitor, etc.) 

and/or hydrologic or hydraulic surveys and modeling to evaluate potential effects to fish 
(i.e., confirm diversion estimates and assess swimming abilities of fish versus site 
hydraulics) 

b. Modeling and/or monitoring efforts   
c. Engineering consultation should occur concurrently (this may include site survey, 

diversion capacity, river orientation, headgate configuration, etc.) 
5. Feasibility analysis to minimize effects to all life-stages 

a. Engineering and/or construction expertise required 
6. Vetting and design 
7. Funding 
8. Project implementation 
9. Performance evaluation (i.e., passage efficiency and entrainment level) and refinement as 

needed to obtain performance metrics 
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Appendix I 

Primary criteria, secondary assessment of diversions, and their priority ranks 
(link to Excel file is in the Attachment panel to the left and as shown in image below)
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Appendix II 
 

2020 Program long-range plan goals, actions, and tasks to increase fish passage and reduce entrainment (SJRIP 2020) 
 

P Tasks Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

Who Category Status of 
Activity (focus 

on previous 
year) 

Goal 2.3—Provide Increased Range to Support Recovery of CPM and RBS Populations. 
Action 2.3.1 Identify blockages to fish passage at diversion structures in the San Juan River and provide and maintain fish 
passage where needed. 
C Task 2.3.1.5 Investigate the need for fish passage at the Arizona 

Public Service Company (APS) Weir and provide and maintain fish 
passage, if deemed necessary. 

2016 2023 BOR, FWS Ongoing  

C Task 2.3.1.6 Investigate the need for fish passage at the Fruitland 
Diversion and provide and maintain fish passage, if deemed 
necessary. 

2016 2023 BOR, FWS, 
NN 

Ongoing  

H Task 2.3.1.7 Investigate the need for passage of native and endangered 
fish from Lake Powell around the waterfall into the San Juan River 
and provide and maintain fish passage, if deemed necessary. 

2016 2023 FWS, BOR, 
BC 

Ongoing  

Action 2.3.2 Identify impediments to fish passage in San Juan River tributaries to increase range. 
H Task 2.3.2.1 Investigate the need for fish passage at the Animas Pump 

Station #2 and provide and maintain fish passage, if deemed 
necessary. 

2007 2023 BOR, FWS, 
BC 

Ongoing  

H Task 2.3.2.2 Investigate the need for fish passage at the Farmer’s 
Ditch Diversion and provide and maintain fish passage, if deemed 
necessary. 

2007 2023 BOR, FWS, 
BC 

Pending  

H Task 2.3.2.3 Investigate the need for fish passage at other diversion 
structures in the Animas River and provide and maintain fish passage, 
if deemed necessary. 
             
 

2007 2023 BOR, FWS, 
BC 

Ongoing  
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P Tasks Start 
Date 

End 
Date 

Who Category Status of 
Activity (focus 

on previous 
year) 

 Subtask-2.3.2.3.a Investigate the need for fish passage at 
Ranchman-Terrell’s ditch 

     

Goal 2.4— Minimize fish entrainment at diversion structures in the San Juan Basin. 
Action 2.4.1 Identify diversions that could potentially entrain endangered fish in the San Juan River and remediate where necessary.
  
C Task 2.4.1.2 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 

fish screen or deflection weir at the Arizona Public Service Company 
(APS) Weir.  

2016 2023 BOR, BC, 
PO, FWS 

Pending  

C Task 2.4.1.3 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 
fish screen or deflection weir at the Fruitland Canal. 

2015 2023 BOR, BC, 
PO, FWS 

Ongoing  

H Task 2.4.1.4 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 
fish screen or deflection weir at the Jewett Valley Ditch. 

2015 2023 BOR, FWS, 
BC, PO 

Pending  

H Task 2.4.1.5 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 
fish screen or deflection weir at the San Juan Generating Station. 

2015 2023 BOR, BC, 
PO, FWS 

Pending  

H Task 2.4.1.6 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 
fish screen or deflection weir at the Farmer’s Mutual Ditch. 

2015 2023 BOR, BC, 
PO, FWS 

Pending  

Action 2.4.2 Identify diversions that could potentially entrain endangered fish in San Juan River tributaries and remediate where 
necessary. 
H Task 2.4.2.1 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 

fish screen or deflection weir at Animas Pump Station #2.  
2015 2023 BOR, BC, 

PO, FWS 
Pending  

H Task 2.4.2.2 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 
fish screen or deflection weir at the Farmer’s Ditch Diversion. 

2015 2023 BOR, BC, 
PO, FWS 

Pending  

H Task 2.4.2.3 Investigate the need for and construct, if appropriate, a 
fish screen or deflection weir at other diversion structures in the 
Animas River. 

2015 2023 BOR, BC, 
PO, FWS 

Pending  
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Appendix III 
 

A 2018 Program Coordination Committee approved list of site-specific capital projects to be 
completed prior to 2023 

 
 

Priority 

Initial 
Funding 
Request Capital Project Rationale and purpose History 

1 2020 Phase 3 Off-
channel 
Wetland* 

Assess the ability of large, 
stable, low-velocity habitat to 
recruit larval Razorback Sucker 
to juvenile life stage 

BC unanimously 
recommended for 
CC approval  

2 2020 APS Fish 
Passage 

Provide passage and reduce 
entrainment 

Identified in LRP 
(2.3.1.5; 2.4.1.2) 
and recommended 
in BC memo to CC 
(9 April 2014) 

3 2021 Jewett Ditch 
Entrainment 

Reduce entrainment Identified in LRP 
(2.4.1.4) 

4 2021 Farmer's Mutual 
Ditch Repair 

Reduce entrainment Identified in LRP 
(2.4.1.6) 

5 2022 Waterfall 
Passage 

Provide passage   Identified in LRP 
(2.3.1.7) 

6 2022 Modification of 
PNM Passage 

Improve passage Identified in LRP 
(2.3.3.1) 

7 2022 Modification of 
Hogback Weir 

Reduce entrainment Identified in LRP 
(2.4.3.1) 

*With the exception of Phase 3, all priorities were approved by the Coordination Committee 
during a 30 July 2018 conference call 



PrimaryEvaluationCriteria

		River		Diversion or Structure name		Distance from Lake Powell		Total Miles opend to next upstream structure		Total Miles protected		T&E species detected: both = 2, one or other = 1 (1P or 1R), no = 0		Suitable water temperature: both = 2, one or other = 1 (1P or 1R), no = 0

		San Juan R		Waterfall at Lake Powell		0		158		NA		2		2

		San Juan R		Hogback Canal		158.7		5		163		2		2

		San Juan R		APS Four Corners Units 4 & 5 *		163.7		2.6		7.6		2		2

		San Juan R		Jewett Valley Ditch		166.3		0.4		3		2		2

		San Juan R		PNM San Juan Generating Station *		166.7		11.7		12.1		2		2

		San Juan R		Fruitland Irrigation Canal		178.4		17.2		28.9		2		2

		San Juan R		Farmers Mutual Ditch		179.6		5.4		6		2		2

		Animas R		Farmers Mutual Ditch		184.4		3.1		9.1		2		2

		Animas R		Willet Ditch		187.5		1.1		4.2		2		2

		Animas R		North Farmington Ditch		188.6		1.5		2.6		2		2

		Animas R		Farmington- Echo-Allen Ditch		190.1		3.4		4.9		2		2

		Animas R		Farmington Animas Pump Stn No. 2		193.5		1.3		4.7		2		2

		Animas R		Ranchmans Ditch		194.8		4.5		5.8		0		1R

		San Juan R		Wiliams Field Kutz Plant		195.6

tc={F1C89E74-A5E6-4F99-BA0C-D537905556F7}: [Threaded comment]

Your version of Excel allows you to read this threaded comment; however, any edits to it will get removed if the file is opened in a newer version of Excel. Learn more: https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=870924

Comment:
    The most upstream capture of a T&E in the SJ as of 2021 was between 194-193 of an RZB		16		32		0		1R

		Animas R		Williams Field-Kutz Plant		195.6		13.7		30.9		0		1R

		San Juan R		Western Refining		196.3		0.7		1.4		0		1R

		San Juan R		City of Bloomfield		197.9		1.6		3.2		0		1R

		Animas R		Halford- Independent Ditch		199.3		1.5		6		0		1R

		Animas R		Kello- Blancett Ditch		200.8		3		4.5		0		1R

		Animas R		Eledge Ditch		203.8		1.6		4.6		0		1R

		Animas R		Farmers Irrigation District		205.4		0.4		2		0		1R

		Animas R		Lower Animas Ditch		205.8		2.8		3.2		0		1R

		Animas R		Sargent Ditch		208.6		2.8		5.6		0		1R

		San Juan R		Hammond Conservancy District		209.3		5.1		18.8		0		0

		Animas R		Aztec Ditch		211.4		2.2		5		0		1R

		Animas R		Stacey Ditch		213.6		2.1		4.3		0		1R

		San Juan R		Turley- Manzanares Ditch		214.4		3.4		8.5		0		0

		Animas R		Graves- Atterberry (Inca) Ditch		215.7		2.1		4.2		0		1R

		Animas R		Cedar Ditch		217.8		4.3		6.4		0		1R

		San Juan R		Bloomfield Irrigation District		217.8		22.2		25.6		0		0

		Animas R		Ralston Ditch		222.1		1.6		5.9		0		0

		Animas R		Twin Rock Ditch		223.7		8.3		9.9		0		0

		Animas R		Citizens- Animas Ditch		232		5.5		13.8		0		0

		Animas R		Cason Ditch		237.5		1.6		7.1		0		0

		Animas R		East Mesa Ditch		239.1		4.7		6.3		0		0

		Animas R		USBR ALP Nighthorse Diversion		243.8		0.4		5.1		0		0

		Animas R		Durango Santa Rita Diversion		244.2						0		0





DiversionRanks

		River		Diversion or structure name		Distance from Lake Powell		Total Miles opened to next upstream structure		Total miles protected		T&E species detected: both = 2, one or other = 1 (1P or 1R), no = 0		Suitable water temperature: both = 2, one or other = 1 (1P or 1R), no = 0		Description of structure from  Lyons et al. 2016  https://www.fws.gov/southwest/sjrip/SJARDS.cfm		Pages in appendix B and C of Lyons et al. 2016		Description of exsting screen		Min mean daily percentage 
of the San Juan River diverted (Source: Lyons et al. 2016 Table 9)		Max mean daily percentage 
		Comments		BC opinon: how much of a barrier to passage is the structure? 
(partial, complete, seasonally, no issue)		BC opinion: How effective is entrainment protection?
(very effective, moderate, minimal)		Sub-committee: How much of a barrier to passage is the structure?
(partial, complete, seasonally, no issue)		Sub-committee: How effective is entrainment protection?
(very effective, moderate, minimal, na)		Sub-committee prioritization ranked order to be addressed - 1:26		Besser		Keith		Larrick		Mazzone		McKinstry		Miller		Padgett		Schleicher		Westfall		Mean to add for Padgett		Mean to add for Westfall		Zeigler		SumScores		RankScores		Standard Deviation

		San Juan R		Waterfall at Lake Powell		0		158		NA		2		2		Natural feature formed as Lake Powell receded		None		N/A		N/A		N/A		Current planning and review of potential fish passage options being conducted by BOR		no information provided		no information provided		complete		na		3		3		2		1		4		1		1				15				4		4		6		41		3		4

		San Juan R		Hogback Canal		158.7		5		163		2		2		Multiple constructed features including primary intake and diversion/weir wall complex at head of canal.  Intake from main San Juan River is a large movable gate with trash rack.  Secondary intake downstream that bifurcates flow to canal and river return.		C - 5,6		Weir wall constructed to limit entrainment from diversion into canal		7.2		22.7		Has a wier wall in canal and naturalized instream fish passage		no information provided		no information provided		seasonally		moderate		2		1		1		2		3		2		2		1		1		2						1		16		1		1

		San Juan R		APS Four Corners Units 4 & 5 *		163.7		2.6		7.6		2		2		Concrete weir and steel pilings across main river channel. Pump at slucieway/intake to divert from river.		B - 6,7 
C - 7		Fine mesh screen at sluiceway/intake interface		0.02		0.03		Planning for modification to structure ongoing.  Modification would provide a year round passage.		no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		moderate		1		2		3		3		2		3		3		2		2		1						2		23		2		1

		San Juan R		Jewett Valley Ditch		166.3		0.4		3		2		2		Boulders and native bed material that extends across main river channel adjacent to diversion channel inlet.  There is no fish passage to allow escape from the diversion ditch upstream of the newer headgate, except back upstream
			B - 4,5
C - 8		None		0.01		2.38				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		5		5		8		4		6		11		4		3		8		3						4		56		5		3

		San Juan R		PNM San Juan Generating Station *		166.7		11.7		12.1		2		2		concrete dam across river, and concrete rip-rap on opposite bank from diversion		B - 8
C - 9		Debris screen and trash rack at intake structure, then a rotating screen at pump house		3		3		Fish passage on opposite bank currently operated seasonally by Navajo Nation.  Ongoing modification and study to improve performane of passage.		no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		moderate		9		6		6		5		1		4		5		4		3		4						26		64		6		1

		San Juan R		Fruitland Irrigation Canal		178.4		17.2		28.9		2		2		Boulders placed in main channel adjacent to diversion.  Existing structure requires maintenance for proper function.		B - 9, 10
C - 10,11		None		1.98		14.46		Planned: new diversion structure with fish passage and weir wall fish protection scheduled for installation at this diversion.		no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		7		4		7		6		5		5		6		5		9		5						3		55		4		1

		San Juan R		Farmers Mutual Ditch		179.6				6		2		2		Based on the aerial photograph, a substantial head-grade control structure extends across the entire river channel adjacent to the headgate structure. Again, based on the aerial photograph, the head-grade control structure appears to be comprised of large boulders. 		C - 12		Unknown.		Unknown		Unknown				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		4		7		4		7		7		10		7		6		10		6						5		69		7		2

		Animas R		Farmers Mutual Ditch		184.4		3.1		9.1		2		2		Head/grade control adjacent to and extending upstream from headgate structure, comprised of native bed material.		B - 17
C - 20		None		0.54		42.93				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		6		8		5		8		8		6		8		10		11		7						7		78		8		2

		Animas R		Willet Ditch		187.5		1.1		4.2		2		2		Concrete and large diameter boulders as part of the river park/kayak area.  Headg ate is concrete with slide gates		B - 18
C - 21		None.  There is no fish passage to allow escape from the diversion channel upstream of the headgate except back upstream.		0.22		0.36				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		8		9		11		9		9		7		9		11		3						9		8		85		9		2

		Animas R		North Farmington Ditch		188.6		1.5		2.6		2		2		diversion grade control is large cobble and bed material. Concrete headgate with radial gates		B - 19,20
C - 22, 23		None.  There is no fish passage to allow escape from the diversion channel upstream of the headgate except back upstream.		0.57		4.44				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		10		10		10		10		10		8		10		12		4						9		9		92		10		2

		Animas R		Farmington- Echo-Allen Ditch		190.1		3.4		4.9		2		2		Push-up dam of native bed/bank material constructed across entire river. Head gate grade control impedes fish passage at low flows.		B - 21
C - 24		Unknown.		4.55		32.02				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		11		11		9		14		12		9		11		13		12						11		10		112		11		2

		Animas R		Farmington Animas Pump Stn No. 2		193.5		1.3		4.7		2		2		concrete control structure across entire river channel. Diversion is pipe from river.		B - 22
C - 25		Unknown.		1.11		3.96		Fish passage recently installed at this location.  Unknown physical description.		no information provided		no information provided		partial		moderate		12		12		12		15		11		19		12		14		5						13		11		124		12		3

		Animas R		Ranchmans Ditch		194.8		4.5		5.8		0		1R		Head/grade control is push-up structure and extends entire river channel. Head gate is off-channel, concrete with slide gates.		B- 23
C - 26		Unknown.		0.6		5.57		Diversion is currently planned for replacement with incorporated fish passage.  No screen included at river diversion to prevent entrainment.  Open canal to be replaced with updated head gate and pipe.		no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		13		13		13		16		13		23		13		26		6						15		12		150		13		6

		San Juan R		Williams Field-Kutz Plant		195.6		13.7		30.9		0		1R		NA		B - 11
C - 13		Unknown		Unknown		Unknown				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		minimal		20		14		18		11		25		25		24		7		13						17		13		167		16		6

		San Juan R		Western Refining		196.3		0.7		1.4		0		1R		Native bed material		C - 14		Metal grid screen		Unknown		Unknown				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		moderate		24		15		23		12		26		24		25		8		14						18		24		189		21		6

		San Juan R		City of Bloomfield		197.9		1.6		3.2		0		1R		None		B - 12		None		Unknown		Unknown				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		minimal		22		16		22		13		14		26		26		9		7						17		25		175		18		6

		Animas R		Halford- Independent Ditch		199.3		1.5		6		0		1R		Native bed material in main channel; diversion channel berm is vegetated; adjacent to headgate head/grade control dam has eroded		B - 24,25
C - 27		No screen, trash rack located downstream of headgate.		3.35		13.26				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		minimal		15		17		16		17		15		12		14		15		16						15		14		151		14		1

		Animas R		Kello- Blancett Ditch		200.8		3		4.5		0		1R		Older structure exists in main channel. Secondary diversion/channel has concrete weir, and the elevation of the control has been raised using wooden boards supported by vertical steel rods.		B - 26,27
C - 28		None		1.5		18.92				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		14		18		14		18		16		13		15		16		17						16		15		158		15		2

		Animas R		Eledge Mil Ditch		203.8		1.6		4.6		0		1R		Boulders/rocks; 18 m long, extending out into channel, but not to the opposite other bank.		B - 28
C - 29		None		2.22		16.76				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		minimal		17		19		17		19		17		17		16		17		18						18		16		174		17		1

		Animas R		Farmers Irrigation District		205.4		0.4		2		0		1R		Concrete diversion dam across river; built around 2005-2007 with assistance from City of Farmington.		B - 29,30
C - 30		None		0.22		20.75				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		16		20		15		20		18		14		17		18		19						18		17		176		19		2

		Animas R		Lower Animas Ditch		205.8		2.8		3.2		0		1R		Large boulders and native bed material.		B - 31
C - 31		None		0.19		16.86				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		minimal		18		21		19		21		19		15		18		19		20						19		18		189		20		2

		Animas R		Sargent Ditch		208.6		2.8		5.6		0		1R		Large boulders and native bed material.		C - 32		Unknown		0.62		2.46				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		19		22		20		22		20		18		19		20		21						20		19		201		22		1

		Animas R		Aztec Ditch		211.4		2.2		5		0		1R		Large boulders and native bed material.		C - 33		Unknown		4.41		17.62				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		21		23		21		23		21		16		20		21		22						21		20		208		23		2

		Animas R		Stacey Ditch		213.6		2.1		4.3		0		1R		Larger rocks and native bed material across most of main river channel.		B - 32
C - 34		None		0.58		5.33				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		minimal		23		24		24		24		22		20		21		22		23						23		21		224		24		1

		Animas R		Graves- Atterberry (Inca) Ditch		215.7		2.1		4.2		0		1R		Large cobble bar in main channel.		C - 35		Unknown		0.08		4.14				no information provided		no information provided		no issue		minimal		26		25		26		25		23		21		22		23		24						24		22		235		25		1

		Animas R		Cedar Ditch		217.8		4.3		6.4		0		1R		Boulders, rocks, concrete highway barriers, supported by steel railroad rails driven vertically, exposed above water surface.		B - 33
C -36		None		0.12		2.46				no information provided		no information provided		partial and seasonally		minimal		25		26		25		26		24		22		23		24		25						24		23		242		26		1



https://www.fws.gov/southwest/sjrip/SJARDS.cfm

